Let £2 C B.'" be a bounded open set, dQ. its boundary and A the Laplacian on Mm . Consider the elliptic differential equation:
Introduction
Let A be the Laplace operator in Em and flçi'" a bounded region and dQ, its boundary in which the eigenvalue problem (1.1) -Atz = Xu in fi; u = 0 on dQ has discrete spectrum Xx < X2 < ■ ■ ■ < Xn < Xn+] < ■ ■ ■ . Then the eigenvalues of (1.1) satisfy 0.2) ¿j4iït-,=, Vi Ái 4
The result (1.2) was established by Hile and Protter [2] and is a generalization of d-3) K+i<K + \Í2î =i for m = 2. Result (1.3) was established by Payne, Polya, and Weinberger [8] . Inequality (1.3) follows from (1.2) since the summand in (1.2) is bounded above by Xf(Xn+x -Xn) for each i. The interesting thing about (1.2) is that it leads to an upper bound on the (zz + l)th eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem, (1.1), in terms of the lower eigenvalues which is domain-independent. That is, there is no explicit dependence on the size or shape of the domain fi in (1.2).
More recently Hile and Yeh [3] and Chen [1] considered polyharmonic operators of the form (1.4) (-A)'u = Xu infi; u = ~ = ■ ■ ■ = ^-j4 = 0 ondQ, dn Qn'-{ where d/dn denotes the outward-pointing normal derivative on 9fi. Hile and Yeh [3] considered problem (1.4) with 1 = 2 and Chen [1] considered certain other even positive integers /. The result of [3] and [1] is that / n , 1/Z \ ( I \ (l~X)l' 2 2/-1
(1'5) fe^)feA<) >-^^rr Again (1.5) has no explicit dependence on the domain fi.
In this paper we abstract the method (Theorem 1) of [2] to a Hubert space. After establishing the abstract generalization of this method in §2, we establish the result (1.2) as a strict inequality or one which is similar for a variety of second-order elliptic differential equations in one dependent variable. We establish (1.2) as a strict inequality for wx (1.6) -e d'w(M e gradw) -¿||Afw|| u = Xu infi; u = 0 ondQ, where M is a positive definite real symmetric matrix of constants, grad is the gradient, div is the divergence, w is a constant w g Rm , w • x is the dot problem in Em and || • || is the Rm-Euclidean norm. Every (real) constant coefficient second-order elliptic problem with the boundary conditions of (1.6) can be put into the form (1.6), in particular those with first-order terms. Results similar to (1.2) hold for where M is any constant so that M < g-\((p')2-(p2)") in / and the "prime" notation denotes the derivative.
The abstraction in Theorem 1 along with another theorem of this author [4] or [5] is used to establish an improvement of (1.5) for the problem We also note that the result holds for polynomials in more general constant coefficient second-order equations and that the eigenvalues of some higher-order problems other than ones in the form of (1.12) satisfy similar inequalities. Finally we consider the system of equations for an elastic medium (1.14) -Au-agrad(div(u)) = Au infi, u = 0 ondfi. Equation (1.14) is a system of m partial differential equations. The symbol A is the operator which takes the Laplacian of each component of a vector field u, and a is a constant. We establish that if fi C Rm is bounded and (1.14) has discrete eigenvalues A! < A2 < ■ • • < An < An+X <■■■ and a > 0 then
holds.
As noted before, none of the results of this paper have any explicit dependence on the domain, fi, except for the dimension m . We begin §2 with the abstraction of the method of [2] .
An abstract theorem
Our results depend on a rather complicated-looking theorem. It is given abstractly with applications in subsequent sections. From (2.2) and (2.3) we see that (2.4) (4>u,uk) = 0 for all i,k= 1, 2, ... , n and j = 1, 2, ... , M.
Then for each z, j we have (2-5) *■+!<*«. *w>< (My *y> since each 0; is orthogonal to each of the first zz eigenvectors of A by (2.4). Next we work on the right-hand side of (2.5) . By the definition of the (j>iJ and (2.4) we have (2.6) (Atpíj,cp¡j} = (ABju¡,dJ¡j).
We apply the definition of the commutator and the fact that Aut = Xiui to the right-hand side of (2.6) we obtain Substitution of the definition of </>(.. into the rightmost term of (2.8), substitution of the result into the right-hand side of (2.5) and summing this over all i yields (2-9) A"+1 £<0,,, 0/7) < £ AM,, </>,,) + £<L4, *.]"., BjUl) í=i i=i i=i
The right-hand side of (2.9) is real so (2.9) still holds if we take the real part of the right-hand side. (Notice that in a real Hilbert space the operation of obtaining the real part still makes sense!) As it is, the real part of the double sum is zero since « The last step is justified since the adjoint [A, Bj]* = -[A, B ] whenever A and Bj are symmetric and the fact that off = a^, for all i, k, j. Switching i and k in either double sum in the right-hand side of (2.10) establishes that the real part of the double sum is (2.9) is, indeed, zero.
After taking real parts in (2.9) we have Next let ß > Xn be a real constant and subtract ßY^"=x(4>jJ > 4>ij) from both sides of (2.13) and sum the result over all j . This yields Inequality (2.18) holds for all positive y. Rearrangement of (2.18) and summing over j yields the desired upper bound:
Substitution of (2.19) into (2.14) yields
The right-hand side of (2.20) depends on ß since we have assumed that Tjui 0 for some i and j . So if we can choose ß > Xn and y > 0 so that the righthand side of (2.20) is zero then a larger ß makes the right-hand side negative, holding y constant. In particular the left-hand side of (2.20) can be made negative, so the quantity 52¡=x Y1"=i(4>íj, 4>ij) > 0. Thus when the right-hand side of (2.20) is equal to zero we must have Xn+X -ß < 0. In other words, ß > Xn+[ . Now the right-hand side of (2.20) is equal to zero precisely when
. n M i=i y=i Equalities (2.21) and (2.1) are the same, with the above discussion establishing the weak inequality. Notice that the upper bound, (2.19), comes from (2.15) and (2.16). In particular if 0( and TjUi are linearly independent for some i and j the upper bound, (2.19), is actually a strict inequality. We have argued above that for some i and j, tpu =¡¿ 0. Under the additional assumption that T ui $. D for any i and j, ip^ and T¡u¡ cannot be linearly dependent since 4> e D. Thus if TjUi <£ D for all i = l,2,...,zz and j = I, ... , M we must have ß > An+1 whenever ß satisfies (2.1). □ Theorem 1 is an abstraction of a method used first by Payne, Polya, and Weinberger [8] , refined later by Hile and Protter [2] and effectively used again in [3] , [1] , and [4] . The result does not look too useful since we do not yet know how to choose the T¡ and 5 . Clearly though, we need to be able to choose the Bj and T¡ so that the inner products can be calculated. As it is, we can often 
SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
We begin by considering the most general real constant coefficient elliptic problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions:
where fi ç Rm is bounded, M is a constant mx m (real) symmetric positive definite matrix and w G Km is a constant vector. We apply Theorem 1 to problem (3.1) using the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let D be a positive diagonal matrix and U a real orthogonal matrix so that M = U~XDU. For j = 1,2, ... , m, the operators
are skew-symmetric under the boundary conditions of (3.1) and inner product
Jo. To establish (3.4), notice that (3.2) can be simplified to (3.6) Tu = Ur(2DUgradu-DUyvu).
£<7>> Tm) = -/ \\2DUgradu -DUvtu\\ e ""*.
7=1 4Jsi
Using the norm-preserving property of U and multiplying out the norm in (3.7) we see that i||2Dc/grad« -DUvru\\2 = ||Dt/gradtz||2 -DUgradu ■ DUwu + ±||L>t/w||V ■y ■y j = ||Mgradw|| -Mgradw • Mvtu + ^||Afw|| u .
Thus (3.7) becomes Notice that by the divergence theorem and boundary conditions we have
Jn Jn / ||Afgrad«|| c~v '" = -/ di\(M c_v "xgrad«)zz.
Jn Jn
Also notice that when u satisfies the boundary conditions of (3.1) Remark. Equation Now E is in the form of (3.22) and its eigenvalues differ from those of (3.23) by the constant -c + \\\M~ v|| . Thus, as an easy corollary to Theorem 2, the eigenvalues of (3.22) satisfy
The result of Hile and Protter [2] is also an easy corollary of Theorem 2. Inequality (3.27) was only given as the weak inequality Y^ A; mn in [2] and, thus, has been strengthened here. Inequality (3.27) easily follows from Theorem 2 taking M to be the identity matrix and w = 0. It is also possible to take the vector w in Theorem 2 to be complex, but then inner product (3.3) must be changed and the form of (3.1) must be changed somewhat.
The following shows what to do in an easy problem with first-order terms with purely imaginary coefficients. holds.
Proof. The operator A is symmetric in the inner product of (3.29). For this problem we may choose It is easily seen that the T¡ are skew-symmetric and the v3 are symmetric with the given boundary conditions. We also have In general it is difficult at best to establish results similar to the above for elliptic problems with variable coefficients which are differentiated. However in the case of an ordinary differential equation the solution is easy. The result of Theorem 5 can be partially extended to certain variable coefficient elliptic problems but not to the problem of Theorem 2 if the matrix M has variable coefficients. In the general case there is no guarantee that the required system of first-order partial differential equations can be solved. Of course these solutions have been used to construct the operators t3 . However we are able to extend the idea to certain diagonal elliptic problems. Notice that each problem considered in this section has the same boundary condition: u = 0 on dQ. This was necessary since the t3 always turned out to be multiplication operators and this boundary condition is the only one preserved under multiplication by arbitrary functions. The fact that the F are first-order differential operators for the most part and the B multiplication operators seems to be basic and this author has not yet found any situation where Theorem 1 provides a useful application where this is not the case. In the following section we consider some higher-order problems.
Higher-order problems
So far we have only seen applications in which the sum ¿^fM=x(TjU, TjU) = (Au, u) + constant (zz, u). For higher-order problems this does not turn out to be the case. The results in this section depend on a theorem of this author [5] as follows. Proposition 2. Let V be a real or complex inner product space with inner product (•, •). Let D be a linear submanifold of V and let Q: D -> V be a linear operator in V. Let n be a positive integer and let u be a fixed vector in the domain of Q". Suppose that for all integers r and p which satisfy 0 < r < p < n, the equality \((fu, u)\ = \(Qp~ru, Qru)\ holds. Then (i) for each integer k and even integer m which satisfy 0 < k < m < n, the inequality /a n \is\k ., \//~,rn .,klm, ,(m-k)lm (4.1) \(Q u, u)\ < \(Q u, u)\ (u, uy holds.
(ii) Inequality (4.1) is satisfied for each integer k and odd integer m which satisfy 0 < k < m < n if in addition to the above hypotheses there is a finite collection of operators {TA. j = 1, 2, ... , M) in V which satisfy the following: For each pair of integers r and p so that 1 < r < p < n the equality \{QPu,u)\ = M YíiTjQAP~ru,TjQr-Xu) 7 = 1 holds. Proof. See [5] or [4] .
The result of Proposition 2 can be used in conjunction wth Theorem 1 after observing the following. = -2n(M + 2(n-l))ß"_I. G Proposition 3 allows us to take the operator A in Theorem 1 to be Q" and if we can write ß = -J2¡=i T, where the T, are skew-symmetric, we can use Proposition 2 to obtain a suitable estimate for the right-hand side of (2.1). This enables us to get results similar to those of §3 for higher-order problems. Our principal application is to polynomials in the Laplacian. We restrict our consideration to the Laplacian for simplicity even though the Laplacian can be replaced with the operator of (3.1). Several earlier results by Hile and Yeh [3] and Chen [1] were established for certain even degree monomials in the First we want to find a lower bound for the right-hand side of (4.10). Proposition 2 shows that (Qkut, ut) < (ß7«,., u¡)k,J if 0 < zc < j < I. Thus if we fix i and let ßk = (Q ut,u/) for k = 1,2, ... ,1, Proposition 2 implies that 0 < ßx < ß2 < ■ ■ ■ < ßt, where /?, is the principal root of ßJ} . (We take ß0=l = (Q°u,,u,).)
For j > r we have (4.11) A, = £a^k -£bkP* >Í2akfikk+°o -i2bkßk k=0 Zc=0 k=j k=0
>Eakßj+ao-Ehß) = £akfl¡ + «o -Qißj)■ k=j k=0 k=j
Now consider the functions f(x) = a0 + Ylk=¡akx ~ "íí^)^ r < j < I. Now fj(x) -> +00 as x -> +00 and is continuous and (4.11) asserts that fjißj) ^ A, ■ The continuity of / and limiting behavior imply the existence of a number which we have called a, , so that /-(a, ,) = A, and for this root we 
k=\ Inequality (4.13) yields the desired lower bound for the right-hand side of (4.10) and aj , > (Qu¡, u¡). Thus (4.10) can be rewritten (4.14) -ywn + 72¿^l;>-£¿zc(W + 2/c-2Kaf-1_1.
In (4.14), ß is the same number which yields equality in (4.10). Evidently equality is attained in (4.14) for a larger value of ß . In particular if y > 0 and ß > Xn yield equality in (4.14) we must have ß > Xn+X . Again, minimizing the left-hand side of (4.14) in y as in Proposition 2 and rearranging yields the desired result (4.8). As before, the strict inequality comes from the fact that for each j, duJdXj will not satisfy the boundary conditions of (4.7b) if uj is an eigenvector of (4.7a). n
The result (4.8) is at best difficult to understand along with the computation of the a¡ k. A more explicit form of (4.8) is available if we take q = 0. Placing the estimates of (4.29) into (4.27), using the same argument as was used in the proof of Theorem 7 yields the result. D
Remarks, (i) In Theorem 9 if M = inf{p(x) : x e fi} , the quantities A¡ -M > 0 in fi is always satisfied.
(ii) A sharper estimate can be attained in (4.28) as is done in the proof of Theorem 7, but we have chosen the simpler argument for the sake of simplicity.
The operators of Theorems 2 and 3 can be combined into higher-order problems through a polynomial as above as well as the operators of Theorems 5 and 6 but the number of combinations is so large that it is hopeless to list all the possibilities as well as the variety of estimates available. However a problem for which Theorem 1 is not directly applicable but which follows as a corollary to our earlier problems is A variety of other boundary conditions for problem (4.30) simply yield problems whose eigenvalues are some function of the eigenvalues of one of the earlier problems in either of § §3 or 4. Each such problem yields a result similar to that of Corollary 4. As a final note for higher-order problems, explicit bounds can again be established from the implicit bounds given here. For example, (4.15) yields, by the same argument as was used to establish (3.57) and (3.59), (4.34) v, <K + ¿ (±f") (±^p'AA^A'p'iAA)) ■ So we see that for the type of higher-order problem considered here the rate of growth in the eigenvalues is bounded above in a way which has no explicit dependence on the domain fi.
A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
Our last task is to show how to apply Theorem 1 to a system. Let a be a constant, a > 0. We consider the eigenvalue problem (5.1)
,4u =-Au -agrad(div(u)) = Au infi, u = 0 on dfi which governs the behavior of an elastic medium. We begin with a few preliminaries. 
Jn Jn Jn
Thus we see that 
